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Friends Quiz 25

1. When the friends try to name as many US States as they can in six minutes, who comes last?

2. In Phoebe's little black book that she gives to Rachel after Mike proposes, what does the red X next
to Bob Greenmore's name mean?

3. How does Rachel steal the show at Barry and Mindy's wedding?

4. After Ross wishes to be married again and Rachel walks into Central Perk wearing a wedding dress,
for what does chandler wish?

5. Other than girls in wedding dresses, what really freaks Joshua out?

6. How did the girls locate each other in the mayhem of the discount wedding dress shop?

7. Which fried does Chandler assign to guard the engagement ring he wants to buy for Monica?

8. What does Monica want from Phoebe as an engagement present?

9. What is Joey's catchphrase throughout the friends' journey to London?

10. What does unagi translate to in English, as Phoebe and Chandler point out?

11. W.E.N.U.S is an acronym for what?

12. Where is Allesandro, owner of Allesandro's Italian restaurant, from?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Monica
2. Dead
3. Her bridesmaid's dress is tucked into her

underwear as she walks down the aisle
4. A million dollars
5. Farm birds
6. By using whistles

7. Phoebe
8. Phoebe's grandmother's cookie recipe
9. London, baby!
10. Freshwater Eel
11. Weekly Estimated Net Usage Systems
12. Lebanon

Sphinx Phoenix 
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